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Abstract 

This study examines the use of forms of address among a community of practice in Azogues, Ecuador through both 
ethnographic observation and in interviewing participants about their use of address forms. Observations of usage and 
interview data show that usted is the preferred address form among this group of speakers and among frequent 
interlocutors in their daily lives. Deviations from usted can have emotive function when occurring as variation from 
regular use of usted. However, using forms besides usted can be socially marked, as expressed by all informants in their 
interviews with the researcher. As such, this shows the sociocultural value of usted among this group of speakers and 
the degrees with which it can be used to express solidarity in conjunction with tú and vos in other contextually 
appropriate ways. The use of  tú and vos is restricted by speakers’ ideology of its use and the tendency is to limit its use 
in order to avoid misinterpretation of these forms by interlocutors. 

 

Keywords: Address forms; pronominal; social interactions; social markers; linguistics 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Language marks nearly all interactions between speakers in their daily lives, and, although a considerable amount of 
our use of language is concerned with speaking about ourselves, much of our language use concerns talking about, or 
to, others. The lexical items used to address others are referred to as forms of address. The way in which we address 
others can reveal how we perceive the relationship we have with that person and can express politeness, deference and 
respect, or solidarity (Jakobson 1960). Languages have different means of expressing various aspects of the relationships 
between speakers, that is, forms of address can refer to pronouns of address, nouns of address or verbs of address, 
referring to second person pronouns, nouns used in addressing others, such as papá, mamá, etc. and the verbal 
morphology that distinguishes between second and third person verb forms, as well as distinguishing between different 
types of forms of address. These various kinds of address forms interact with each other to create the social meanings 
mentioned above.  

Many factors can affect the forms of address used by a speaker such as the type of communicative event, the features 
associated with the type of social activity carried out, commonly shared expectations of participants, and the social 
distance and power relation between the interlocutors, as well as, age, sex, social class, level of education, and 
geography (Blas Arroyo 2005). That is to say that everything from the location of the interaction, to the characterization 
of the participants involved, can affect the forms of address used and the meanings created by the speaker and those 
interpreted by their interlocutor. This dual process of production and interpretation characterizes the use of address 
forms in every interaction in which they occur.  
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This study analyzes the use of address forms among a group of speakers from Azogues, Ecuador, through on-site 
ethnography, by working with a group of informants and observing their interactions with interlocutors in their daily 
lives, and by interviewing participants to understand their use of address forms in daily interactions. It situates this 
analysis and examination of address forms within a broader discussion of the use of address forms in other Andean 
communities in Venezuela and Colombia (Álvarez 2010; Alvarez and Barros 2001; Álvarez and Carrera 2006; Freites-
Barros 2008). In this sense, this study will expand our current understanding and knowledge of both the types of address 
forms used in Ecuador and the manner in which they are used by Ecuadorian speakers.  

This study proceeds to document patterns of usage among the informants observed. Then deviations from usted will 
be analyzed in depth to understand the effect of alternative choices of address forms in interaction. To this end, this 
study answers the following questions: 
 

(1) What forms of address are used by the speakers observed to address each other?  
(2) How do deviations from commonly used forms signal the meanings of address forms in a       

sociocultural context? 
 

The following sections will introduce crucial themes relating to address forms in situating the discussion of address 
forms in the broader context in Spanish, as well as more locally in other Andean regions.  
 

 

2. ADDRESS FORMS IN SPANISH 

Several varieties of Spanish have two singular, second person pronominal forms of address: tú, used with second person 
singular verb forms and usted, used with third person singular verb forms.  

 

Table 1. Tú and usted 
 

 Conjugation I Conjugation II Conjugation III 

Tú amas comes vives 

Usted ama come vive 

 
These pronominal and verbal forms have evolved from classical Latin, which distinguished between a singular, second-
person pronoun, tu and a plural, second person pronoun, vos. However, in late Latin, vos had acquired a deferential 
meaning in conjunction with the plural meaning. Hispano-Romance inherited this system (Penny 2002) but vos was 
gradually abandoned, as it acquired yet a third meaning as a marker of distance between superiors and subordinates. 
Various nominal address forms began to be used for formal address, most notably vuestra merced, from which the 
contemporary usted is derived. Tú and vos continued in competition for a few centuries, but were eventually abandoned 
in Spain in the 18th century with colonial centers of authority in Latin America following Peninsular varieties.  

Many varieties in Central and South America, such as Costa Rica, parts of Colombia, Chile and Argentina among others, 
include the use of the subject pronoun, vos, which may be accompanied by a unique morphology. Table 2 presents 
various types of voseo1, as presented in Torrejón (1986), which are referred to here by Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3.  
 

 

 

 

 
1 Voseo refers to the use of the vos pronoun instead of the normative pronoun, tú, also called tuteo. 
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Table 2. Types of voseo in Ecuador2 
 

 Normative tú Type 1 
Voseo auténtico 

Type 2 
Voseo mixto verbal 

Type 3 
Voseo mixto 
pronominal 

-AR Verbs Tú amas Vos amáis Vos amás Vos amas 

-ER Verbs Tú comes Vos coméis Vos comés Vos comes 

-IR Verbs Tú vives Vos vivís Vos vivís Vos vives 

 
The use of varying voseo morphology can index a number of things about the speaker and indicate something about 
their linguistic identity (Ochs 1990). Páez Urdaneta (1981) showed considerable variation in the types of voseo in 
Ecuador, contrasting between a residual voseo in the Coast, an upper class voseo in the Sierra and a lower class voseo 
in the Sierra. Residual voseo in the Coast is associated with Type 2; upper class voseo in the Sierra with Type 3; and 
lower class and rural voseo in the Sierra with Type 1. Ennis (2011) argues that Ecuadorian voseo has simplified since 
Torrejón’s (1986) study so that Type 3 is now the most prevalent form of voseo in Ecuador, noting an adoption of the 
upper class voseo by rural and lower class speakers. Other work has associated Type 3 with Ecuador and Peru 
(Arrizabalaga 2001) but noted that, overall, voseo is on the decline there (Moyna 2016).  

3. ADDRESS THEORY 

This section presents the two major streams of address theory, that being, one that presents forms of address as 
essentially indexing fixed, sociocultural values, and the other type, which considers forms of address to exist as 
essentially neutral terms that acquire interpretation and meaning in context through use in conversational episodes. 
Forms of address index many issues in a conversation, such as the nature of the relationship between the interlocutors, 
the nature of the circumstances of the interaction, and the place of each interlocutor in the larger, social order (Morford 
1997: 3).  

Brown and Gilman (1960) examined pronouns of address as indexical of the sociocultural values of power and solidarity. 
They postulated that pronouns of address could be divided into an informal T pronoun and a formal V pronoun.3 The 
nature of when to use each address form relates to the dynamics of power and solidarity that exist between the speakers 
in an interaction. Power, in this context, is used to linguistically express a hierarchy between interlocutors, so that an 
asymmetrical treatment in verbal and pronominal forms will be manifested. An interlocutor, perceived to be of a higher 
social rank, will use T forms to address those of perceived lower ranks and would receive, and expect to receive, V forms 
from lower ranked individuals. Factors such as socioeconomic status, age, physical appearance, gender, social status or 
familial status are some factors that determine which interlocutors receive V forms and can also vary according to 
location. Speakers with equal power equivalence use equivalent forms, mostly T, although V forms can be used in cases 
where speakers do not have a close relationship (Brown and Gilman 1960: 258). This is to say that address forms act as 
a grammaticalized manifestation of politeness (Brown and Levinson 1987).  

Both T and V forms have a politeness function in a conversation, relating to the concept of face.  T forms are associated 
with the domain of positive face, the expression of solidarity in grammaticalized forms of address. The use of V forms 
is associated with the domain of negative face, which is manifested in deference to the interlocutor through indirect 
expressions. Calderon (2010) sees modern society as elevating T forms to emphasize solidarity, due to the prominence 
of egalitarianism in modern societies, and proposes a continuum with regard to the degrees of solidarity and intimacy 
a speaker can link to with the use of T forms: (1) minimal (solidarity without trust or intimacy; (2) middle (trust), and; (3) 
maximum (intimacy). The use of T forms implies proximity to the interlocutor in any of these three levels. The use of V 

 
2 This table shows both the normative tú conjugation and the variations in voseo conjugations. Type 1 and Type 2 differ from 
normative tuteo with an ultimate stress (in contrast to penultimate stress in tuteo) with Type 1 being diphthongized.  
3 The abbreviations are based on French tu and vous, with tu being informal and vous being formal 
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indicates distance. In the case of Spanish, tú or vos (both T forms) may be used with children or adolescents without 
regard to the three levels of solidarity previously mentioned (Calderón 2010: 233). The speaker relies on social 
convention or other forms of obligation to judge the right pronominal form in each situation. A misjudgment will result 
in the perception that the speaker is disrespectful, overreaching in solidarity, or cold, due to being excessively distant.  

Brown and Gilman’s (1960) theory has been challenged as treating pronominal forms as representing a static order of 
macrosociological categories, that is that the mere use of a pronoun of address necessarily always assigns a social 
category to the speaker or interlocutor. Other work has suggested that the individual speaker and their linguistic 
ideology must be taken into consideration when analyzing their use of forms of address, which might result in the fact 
that some uses of address forms are neutral or lacking in meaningfulness to the interlocutors. Additionally, while neutral 
forms can exist, the temptation to assign static values to address forms must be resisted, as variation is the rule rather 
than the exception, and the nature of the meaning of address forms finds meaning in the contrast between the various 
options available to speakers (Braun 1988). Yet, forms of address index aspects of the social identities of the 
interlocutors involved, and are indexical of some of the sociocultural values previously mentioned, such as formality, 
degrees of deference and/or intimacy, and aspects about the speaker’s own identity (Morford 1997).  

Indexicality reflects “the dimension of meaning in which textual features ‘point to’ (index) contextually retrievable 
meanings” (Blommaert et al. 2014: 4). Linguistic features can index a variety of social acts and social activities (Ochs 
1990), or regional accents, a speaker’s identity, verbal etiquette in deference and demeanor (Hanks 2000). The use of 
various linguistic features can be used to construct social identities (Eckert 2008) and speakers maintain their relatively 
fixed identities by aligning themselves with ethnolinguistic patterns associated with their ethnolinguistic group 
(Schilling-Estes 2004). However, identity is polyphonous, so that displays of identity can index multiple social categories, 
much in the same way that linguistic features can index multiple associations (Bakhtin 1981; Barrett 1999). The following 
sections will compare the use of solidarity forms in Venezuela and Colombia. This is followed by a discussion of the use 
of solidarity forms in Ecuador to situate the discussion in spatial terms, as it relates to the distribution of forms across 
various Andean communities.  

3.1 Venezuela 

The address forms used in Mérida, Venezuela, have been noted by many scholars (Álvarez 2010; Alvarez and Barros 
2001; Álvarez and Carrera 2006; Freites-Barros 2008). This Andean region of Venezuela is characterized by its dual use 
of usted in both formal and informal situations. However, the use of usted of solidarity has also been noted in Costa 
Rica (Vargas 1974; Quesada Pacheco 1996; Michnowicz et al. 2016; Moser 2010b). The use of usted in Mérida can be 
explained in one of three possibilities: a) there is an absence of differentiation between trust and formality; b) there is 
a functional differentiation not manifested between trust and formality, an usted of solidarity and a formal usted, and; 
c) a functional differentiation between trust, intimacy and formality with three pronouns, usted of solidarity, tú of trust, 
and usted of formality (Álvarez and Carrera 2006). Freites-Barros (2008) asserts that usted is the only address form in 
Andean varieties and, as such, is not subject to being interpreted as the solidarity form or as indexing deference, which 
also functions as a regional identity marker. Álvarez and Carrera (2006) posit a dual function for usted, in contrast to 
Freites Barros (2008), constituting of a formal usted and an usted of solidarity. This dual function can be a result of the 
proximity between politeness and emotivity. As identity work occurs in discourse, speakers use deictics in the form of 
usted as a way of expressing identity, which consists of a continuum of three levels: personal identity, relational identity 
and communal identity (Álvarez 2010; Goffman 1967). Additionally, identity markers serve to assign a connotation of 
group membership and symbolize communal beliefs about social categories (Alvarez and Barros 2001).  

However, research in the area has documented a shift to the use of tú, especially when addressing speakers from non-
Andean regions and among young people (Álvarez 2010; Freites-Barros 2008: 22). Tuteo4 is a trait associated with 
normative varieties, and, as such, it is slowly being incorporated into Andean varieties, most notably by younger 
speakers, who are more familiar with its use and more comfortable with its use. Álvarez and Carrera (2006) likens the 
shift from usted to tú to language shift, describing it as a ‘code switch.’ Voseo is used in limited contexts in Mérida, 
particularly among family and close friends (Álvarez and Freites Barros 2010), although many note that it is in danger 
of extinction (Freites Barros 2008). 

 
4 The use of tú forms 
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3.2 Colombia 

The use of usted with friends and family has been noted in Colombia. This type of usage of usted to show solidarity has 
since been noted by other researchers in Cuba, Chile, and Uruguay (Marín 1972) and in Honduras (Castro 2000).  Flórez 
(1965) noted the use of usted in family interactions in the Santander Department in Colombia. In Bogotá, Montes 
Giraldo et al. (1998) note that usted is used to address a trusted interlocutor more by males than by females and more 
among younger speakers than older. Uber’s (1984, 1985) earlier studies note that the use of usted in Bogotá can imply 
solidarity when used with family members or friends and no solidarity when used with others not known to the speaker. 
Many families used usted among members of the family, with pets, and with close friends. The use of tú in Bogotá 
conveys familiarity but with a certain distance implied. This implies a continuum with two opposing uses of usted, one 
use of usted implying a lack of solidarity (‘usted of no solidarity’) and social distance and another being an usted of 
solidarity, which implies social proximity and solidarity. Tú occupies a middle space between these two types of usted. 
Uber’s (2011) later studies in Bogotá confirm that in the 1990s the use of usted of solidarity was still common among 
family and close friends. This latter study adds that among close friends, either tú or usted may be used and confirms 
an overall trend in the increase of tú (Uber 2011). 

3.3 Ecuador 

Many studies on forms of address in Ecuadorian Spanish focus on Quito (Peñaherrera 1988; Placencia 1996; Toscano 
Mateus 1953; Uquillas 1989). Toscano Mateus (1953) described the variation found in Ecuadorian Spanish with regard 
to form of address in four forms: tú, vos, usted, and su merced (sumercé), the latter is only heard in very rural 
communities. The context of the interaction can influence address forms but also speakers exhibit considerable intra-
speaker variation, such as the use of either vos or usted to address children. Placencia (1997) found reciprocal use of 
pronominal forms in analyzing telephone calls in Quito. Older speakers preferred usted, while younger speakers 
preferred tú. However, work in Andean regions, other than Quito, has been less frequent.  

The use of vos in Ecuador has varied uses in indexing power and solidarity, often depending on the regional background 
of a speaker, as it is found to be used between social ‘superiors’ to ‘inferiors’, in which they are expected to respond 
with usted, yet, vos is also used between interlocutors to index closeness and intimacy (Ennis 2011; Páez Urdaneta 1981). 
Ennis’ (2011) study of voseo in Quito elaborates on the various use of pronouns of address among a group of speakers, 
where usted is used as a general form of address and with strangers. Among friends, tú and vos alternate, although the 
latter expresses greater confianza5. Children generally use usted with parents and teachers, as, in general, older 
interlocutors are treated with usted and older speakers can use tú or vos to address younger interlocutors; however, 
vos is generally used with one’s own children. Ennis (2011) also outlines the ideology of voseo, showing its various 
sociocultural values in Ecuador, also noting a dual function of voseo to mark closeness but also in expressing emotion, 
particularly anger. It can also be used to express social distance, particularly when used ‘out of context’ and, in these 
cases, indexes social inequality to be used in a derogatory manner. Ennis’ (2011) informants reflect a powerful ideology 
of voseo, which reflects a broader social concern with politeness and upbringing. That is to say, that the misuse of 
pronouns of address shows bad manners and a poor upbringing.  

Lavender (2017) studied the use of address forms on Facebook Messenger among a group of speakers from Azogues, 
Ecuador. Facebook Messenger is a type of synchronous computer-mediated communication in which users expect a 
quicker response time than in other mediums. This type of instant messenger CMC is regarded as being close to natural 
conversation (Crystal 2006; Sebba 2012). He found an extensive use of usted among friends and family members, which 
followed similar patterns in Colombia and the Venezuelan Andes, but which differed slightly from other studies of 
Ecuadorian use of address forms. The results of Lavender (2017) seem to indicate a preference for a use of usted as a 
solidarity form over tú or vos. The use of usted of solidarity was marked linguistically by the inclusion of nominal address 
forms, such as kinship terms, terms of endearment, and other such nominal forms that distinguished usted of solidarity 
from formal usted. 

 

 
5 Literally refers to confidence, trust, etc. but in a linguistic sense is referring to familiarity, particularly in Latinx culture, denoting a 
sociocultural value attached to closeness.  
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Figure 1. Map of Azogues  
 

 
 
Figure 2. Cañar Province 
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4. DATA COLLECTION 

This study expands current knowledge of how forms of address are used in Ecuador by focusing on a group of speakers 
in Azogues and follows in calls for more ethnographic studies of address forms (Steffen 2010: 443; Vázquez Laslop and 
Orozco 2010: 264). This is to account for the considerable variation that accompanies the use of forms of address by 
various speakers (Braun 1988). 

Azogues is the capital of the Cañar Province and forms part of the Cuenca metropolitan area. It has a population of 
around 40,000 citizens. It also includes a larger cantón (‘county’), which encompasses much of the eastern half of Cañar. 
The population of the city itself and the cantón is 70,064. Figure 1 shows the location of Azogues within the Cañar 
Province, as well as the location of Cuenca in relation to Azogues, while Figure 2 shows the relation of the Cañar Province 
of Ecuador, which is the outlined region in the map below. 

The researcher stayed with an Ecuadorian family in the summer of 2017 and observed patterns of use of address forms 
in a well-defined community of practice (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 1992: 464; also Lave and Wenger 1991), in 
observing the forms used among these four principal informants and with various interlocutors with whom they 
interacted during the researcher’s stay in Azogues. Table 3 outlines the four principal informants of this study and their 
relationship to each other.  

Table 3. Informants6 

 
Semi-formal interviews were conducted with the informants in various locations and recorded for transcription, which 
were recorded in Enrique and María’s house with the four informants. Informants were asked about how they used 
address forms with a short questionnaire and follow up discussion about their use of address forms. Informants were 
asked about the social values of these forms and how using different forms would be interpreted by an interlocutor. 
These interviews were accompanied by observation in day-to-day interactions with a group of interlocutors, which 
consisted of friends, family, and some frequently visited shops. The researcher mostly accompanied Gloria and Cristina 
in daily activities, such as going to buy groceries, sending clothes to be repaired by the seamstress and other such 
activities. The researcher observed interactions between informants and these interlocutors and recorded interactions 
as they occurred.  
  
5. FINDINGS 

This section will describe the forms of address used among the informants and their interlocutors as observed by the 
researcher to establish a general pattern, as well as the preferences of each speaker. After establishing the prevalence 
of the use of usted in the data, it will proceed to describe deviations from usted will be analyzed in depth to understand 
the effect of alternative choices of address forms in interaction. The observations will be compared to statements made 
by the informants in their interviews with the researcher through the presentation of extracts.  

 
6 For the sake of anonymity, all informants were assigned a pseudonym. 

Informant Description of participant Location Age Sex 

María Daughter of Gloria; aunt of Cristina;  
has a son, Marco 

Metropolitan Azogues 40s female 

Enrique Husband of María; son-in-law of Gloria; 
uncle by marriage to Cristina 

Metropolitan Azogues 40s male 

Gloria Mother of María; grandmother of Marco Metropolitan Azogues; 
has US visa 

60s female 

Cristina Niece of María; granddaughter of Gloria Metropolitan Azogues 20s female 
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5.1 Address forms used between interlocutors 

The most commonly heard form of address was the use of usted, which was used in nearly all interactions observed 
among the participants in this study. This was true of all age groups from Cristina when addressing a variety of 
interlocutors, both older than her, and younger, as well as among middle-aged groups of María and Enrique and Gloria 
and her interactions with older interlocutors.  

Gloria, and interlocutors of a similar age, use usted in nearly all contexts and are addressed with usted forms, both when 
addressing informants of a similar age or older, as well as with younger informants. Gloria’s linguistic behavior and 
comments made in her interview reveal that she believes that the use of usted is better and that tú or vos can be bad 
social practice, which was also reflected in Ennis (2011) in her interviews with informants from Quito. Gloria corrected 
Marco on one occasion as he addressed the researcher with vos and she wanted him to use usted, as she believed this 
was more polite. She exhibited similar behavior when she corrected Cristina when she addressed her boyfriend with tú, 
as she believed that usted showed more respect between the couple than tú, although she revealed in her interview 
that she used vos with her late husband and that she thought it was acceptable for couples to use tú or vos among 
themselves.  

María, Enrique, and Cristina all grew up in Azogues. While many of Enrique and María’s interactions with friends of a 
similar age could not be observed, their overall use of usted was noted. The only case noted where usted was not used 
extensively was in the family interactions between María and Enrique, who are married and have a son. María and 
Enrique use both tú and vos forms among themselves and when addressing their son, Marco. There was variation 
between tú and vos forms used by both of them when addressing him, as well as when addressing each other. Cristina 
grew up in Azogues and like Gloria uses usted in most of her interactions with family members, including acquaintances 
of the same age as her. One example of this occurred when Cristina went to purchase additional minutes for her 
cellphone. The worker in the store was a distant cousin and social acquaintance of around the same age as Cristina, 
who invited Cristina to a baptism party. 

This is to say that the usual form is usted; however, with the significant exception of María and Enrique, when addressing 
each other. This pattern of usage seems to conform with previous research on the use of address forms in Ecuador, as 
the immediate family uses tú/vos when addressing each other but older members of the family are addressed with 
usted and outsiders, such as the researcher, are addressed with usted, as well.  

5.2 Deviating from usted 

The above section described general patterns of usage of address forms among the participants in this study, noting 
the general preference for the use of usted, with the notable exception of María and Enrique. This section will describe 
how deviations from usted were observed in various interactions between participants and their interlocutors and how 
these participants describe the meaning of not using usted. In cases where tú/vos prevail, deviations from these forms 
will also be described. 

On one occasion, Gloria and Cristina participated in a conversation with four other individuals in a small town outside 
of Azogues, in which an informal discussion occurred about forms of address. They believe that the use of tú or vos 
require a contextually appropriate situation to be used and the misuse of these address forms can result in social 
awkwardness or misinterpretation by an interlocutor. However, usted lacks such restrictions and can be used in all 
contexts and does not result in a negative interpretation. This interpretation gives usted a sense of neutrality so that it 
can be used when one is not sure of how to proceed with regard to address. These informants seem to indicate that 
vos is a better option than tú, if one were to deviate from usted, but they indicated that usted was the preferred form 
among themselves and observation of linguistic behavior revealed this to be the case, as they consistently addressed 
each other and the researcher, as well as Gloria and Cristina with usted during our conversations with them. Yet, the 
implication is that vos signals a higher degree of intimacy and less possibility of misinterpretation.  

The informants consider that others might be willing to address intimate family members with vos, and express that 
individuals might learn different ideas about address forms, depending on their upbringing, which highlights the 
variation among groups of speakers with regard to their ideologies of the sociocultural meanings of address forms. 
They seem to be wary of saying that they use tú forms in interviews, as they are questioned about its use with children 
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or relatives and initially they say that they might use tú but then walk back and say that they only use usted. Even 
though Gloria states that she believes usted is best in all contexts, her linguistic behavior reveals that she does not 
always follow this rule. She does indicate that tú or vos can be used among close family, such as between husband and 
wife, as Enrique and María alternate between tú and vos in their conversations with each other. Gloria frequently retells 
stories about her mother and childhood in which she quotes her mother using vos forms when addressing her. In one 
case, Gloria left Cristina a voice message on her phone for Cristina’s birthday. Gloria addressed Cristina with usted in all 
other contexts, except in this case. The message begins with the use of usted but switches when Gloria begins to send 
her birthday wishes to Cristina.  

(1) Extract from voice message from Gloria to Cristina 
 

Mija por ser su cumpleaños voy a decir unas dos palabritas mija linda que en este día tan especial que 
cumpleaños que el Altísimo te cubra con su manto y tu corazón se llene de alegría y que siempre 
conformes conserves la- lo que te inculcado y que Dios te cu- te bendiga hoy y siempre y un feliz 
cumpleaños mija 
 
[My dear, as it’s your [usted] birthday, I wanted to say a few things on your special day, your [tú] birthday. 
May God cover you [tú] with his mantle and your [tú] heart be filled with happiness and may you [tú] 
always conform, conserve the- what He has instilled in you [tú] and may God bless you [tú] today and 
forever. Happy birthday, dear]7 

 
Other informants were not in agreement about vos, for example, María indicated that vos was stronger than tú, but it 
all depends on how it is interpreted by the other person, which is an implicit admission of variation among speakers. 

 
(2) Extract of interview with María 

 
Sí, hay una diferencia. Dice, “tú estás dispuesto ayudarme,” es como pidiendo ayuda. En cambio, si es 
como vos es como más de ordenarle, más fuerza. Si es, “vos tienes que hacer,” es como una orden. En 
cambio, cuando usted escucha tú, es como, puedes hacer esto… [Tú] es más delicado. En cambio, vos, es 
una orden… Es un ejemplo de cómo la toma la otra persona. Si apenas lo estoy recién conociendo a 
usted, entonces, yo no le voy a decir, “Oye vos, irás abajo a dormir. 
 
[Yes, there is a difference. One says, “You [tú] are free, help me,” is how to ask for help. However, if it’s 
with vos, it’s more like an order, and somewhat stronger. If it’s “you [vos] have to do it,” it sounds more 
like an order. Whereas, when you [usted] hear “tú”, it’s like, “can you do this?” [Tú] is more delicate, 
whereas vos is an order… It’s an example of how the other person takes it. If I am barely just getting to 
know you [usted], then, I am not going to say to you [usted], “Hey, you [vos], go downstairs to sleep.”] 

 
However, María indicates that deviating from usted implies a lack of respect for the other person, except in the few 
cases she indicated that vos or tú was acceptable, mostly in family situations. 
 
(3) Extract of interview with María 

 
Es como hay más respeto. En cambio, que cuando se trata de “vos, hey muévete,” ese tipo de palabras, 
se dice como que más, o sea como que le está faltando al respeto a la persona. 
 
[It’s as if there is more respect. Whereas when you say, “hey you! [vos], move!” These types of words, they 
are said when there is more, I mean that the person lacks respect for the other.] 

 

 
7 This and subsequent translations of the corpus are those of the author. 
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María revealed a distinction between tú and vos. She emphasizes the manner in which address forms are used, which 
can carry more meaning than the actual form itself. She gave the example of the relationship between the researcher 
and her, as they were only getting to know each other during the stay and observation of the family, it would be very 
inappropriate for her to use tú with the researcher. Therefore, to be able to use tú or vos requires familiarity between 
the interlocutors and to use those forms prematurely or in a contextually inappropriate manner results in 
misunderstandings or the perception of rudeness. She does indicate that there can be differences in the interpretation 
of tú or vos by the interlocutor. It seems that, when used with the wrong interlocutor, i.e. when there is a lack of 
familiarity, the use of vos can be taken to mean a command, whereas tú, used in this context, would be the more 
appropriate choice of address forms. She strongly associates this negativity in the context of requests in her interview. 
Vos is always associated in her examples with requests that could be perceived by the interlocutor as rude. She offers 
several examples with vos and offers a ‘corrective’ usted version that would be more acceptable. For example, 
 
(4) Extract of interview with María 

 
Es que los niños también sienten eso. Porque a veces ven a los niñitos del campo, les trató, ‘oye, vos niño, 
muévete, cojete’. Les dice, ‘oye vos coje ese caramelo’. En cambio es diferente que se diga, ‘venga mijo, 
reciba ese caramelo’. 
 
[It’s that kids also feel this. Because sometimes they see other rural kids, they address them, ‘hey, you kid, 
move away, take this’. They say to them, ‘hey you, take this candy’. However it’s different from saying, 
‘Come on dear (?), take this candy’.]  

 
However, in contexts where there is familiarity between interlocutors, vos does not have this negative connotation. She 
explains that there is more intimacy in family life and between spouses or with children that vos can be used without 
having the connotation of being a command or being too ‘strong’, thus showing that familiarity is an important aspect 
in the interpretation of address forms by interlocutors and that these forms are often used between them without this 
negative association. She believes that other couples also use vos forms among themselves in much the same way that 
she and her spouse use them. Additionally, tú or vos can be used with children, as was observed between her and her 
son Marco, as noted above, without any negative connotations.  

However, Enrique was observed using usted with Marco on several occasions, when involved in parenting tasks, such 
as encouraging Marco to finish his food at meals, which suggests a possible pragmatic function in shifting to usted by 
a parent. This compares with Gloria’s deviations from usted mentioned above and her retelling stories of her own 
mother addressing her with vos. Cristina is now older and should be addressed with usted because she is now an adult. 
However, these variations in address forms are noteworthy because they are contextual, more so with Enrique’s use of 
usted, in attempting to get Marco to do various tasks. This indicates an emotive use of usted to convey frustration when 
Marco did not do what Enrique wanted him to do. Gloria’s use of tú might also indicate an emotive function of tú, so 
that it could be used in a positive context.  

Cristina does not universally use usted, as she uses tú and vos with some of her interlocutors. Cristina met up with two 
friends from her high school during the researcher’s stay in Azogues. She addresses both of these friends with tú and 
they likewise reciprocate with tú, which is not surprising, as recent work has documented a shift towards tú in many 
varieties of Spanish. However, Cristina’s use of tú in these contexts should not be interpreted as ‘neutral’ or necessarily 
indicating a positive relationship between interlocutors in these interactions. Cristina revealed in later ethnographic 
interviews that her use of tú implies a certain distance. She described how there had been some ‘falling out’ among her 
and at least one of the friends she met up with during the researcher’s stay in Azogues. In the case of one of these 
interlocutors, she reported that her use of tú implied a type of distancing between her and her friend from her 
perspective, yet, she doubted that her friend interpreted her use of tú in the same light, as she noted that her family 
uses usted more than her friend’s family. On the other hand, she reported that the other friend in question was from 
Guayaquil, which she indicates had influenced her decision to use tú with that person, as she said that Serranos prefer 
usted, while speakers from other regions in the country preferred tú. Her use of tú with this friend seems to indicate an 
accommodation for a speaker not originally from the Andean region. In ethnographic interviews with Cristina, she 
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reveals that she grew up with what she called the ‘traditional’ way of thinking about address forms. She notes that she 
prefers the use of usted, as being more polite and necessary when addressing interlocutors, yet, she is willing to 
accommodate to others who prefer tú, such as her friends and when addressing Marco. She adds that she does not feel 
comfortable trying to correct the linguistic forms chosen by Marco, as she is not the mother of the child but, overall, 
she agrees with Gloria in that all interlocutors should, at least ideally, be addressed with usted, indicating a preference 
to use vos with one’s own children and not necessarily with any child.  

 

6. DISCUSSION 

The previous presentation of findings of this study reveals a picture of how address forms are used in Azogues by 
observing their use among a group of speakers there. This study provides more recent information on how address 
forms are used in Ecuador after previous work by Placencia (1997). It reveals how speakers from Azogues differ from 
other speakers in Ecuador, as reported by Ennis (2011) but how they are similar to speakers in Colombia and Andean 
Venezuela. Previous work in Azogues shows how usted is used in a variety of contexts to address friends and family 
(Lavender 2017), and this study confirms this function of usted in Azogues. Usted is used in nearly all interactions that 
were observed in this study. There were few deviations from usted in interactions.  

The use of usted is typically indexical of deference or respect, which can be linked to the important sociocultural notion 
of confianza, a “highly appreciated value that describes the types of close relationships in which people may genuinely 
express their identities…[which] involves affection, familiarity, confidence and sincerity” (Díaz Collazos 2016: 35), as 
several informants express concern that using an inappropriate address form can be interpreted as rude. There is a 
particular concern about the misuse of tú and vos, which suggests a belief that tú and vos have more rigid strictures 
with regard to their use that was also found by Ennis (2011) in what was described as an ideology of vos, which relates 
to politeness and linguistic upbringing. The use of tú and vos can be related to the degrees of solidarity: (1) minimal 
(solidarity without trust or intimacy; (2) middle (trust), and; (3) maximum (intimacy) (Calderón 2010). Different instances 
of the use of tú and vos by informants fall along this scale, such as the use of these address forms by María and Enrique 
among themselves and with their son, Marco, falling in (3) as expressing maximum intimacy. However, the use of tú by 
Cristina would express (1) minimal solidarity without trust or intimacy. The issue of usted and its use as a solidarity form 
adds another layer of complexity in considering the nature of pronominal forms of solidarity. The use of usted in 
Azogues by these speakers seems to follow Uber’s (2011) scale of a formal usted, tú and usted of solidarity: 

 
Formal usted → tú → usted of solidarity 

 
Cristina’s use of tú conforms with this pattern, as she indicates that her use of tú with certain friends does indicate a 
lack of solidarity in some sense. However, the use of tú as evidenced by observations of Enrique and María complicates 
this pattern. This leads us to remember Braun’s (1988) assertion that variation is the rule and not the exception so that 
different speakers create different uses for address forms through contextual use. For instance, Cristina’s use of tú 
suggests a dual function of tú in much the same way as usted, implying a four-way distinction, rather than a tripartite 
division of functions: 

 
Formal tú / usted vs. tú / usted of solidarity 

 
Thus, one who uses usted in a familial context can index more intimacy through the use of tú of solidarity in a way 
beyond usted of solidarity, this shows how María and Enrique’s use of tú/vos fits into this paradigm. This also relates to 
María’s reflections on the use of address forms and the notion that the interpretation of the interlocutor also affects 
the meaning of a form in addition to how it is said. Future research should extend Lavender’s (2017) work on nominal 
address forms to examine the use of nominal forms in oral communication to ascertain if this trend carries over from 
online communication. 

The preference for usted among these speakers could be viewed from a variety of points of view, beyond the discussion 
of solidarity above. One such function is the use of usted as an identity marker, particularly in Mérida, Venezuela, by 
Andean speakers (Álvarez 2010; Alvarez and Barros 2001; Álvarez and Carrera 2006; Freites-Barros 2008). The use of 
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usted in Azogues can have some association with Andean identity but its indexical values are overlapping and complex 
so that it has a multiplicity of functions. This is not to say that there is no aspect of identity present in the use of usted 
among Andean Ecuadorians. For instance, Cristina’s use of tú with her friend, who is originally from Guayaquil, is an 
example of this. However, as discussed extensively above, Cristina’s use of tuteo indexes dual associations. Her use of 
tuteo with this friend has an additional value of denoting a distance in the friendship. Cristina seems to possess a system 
similar to what Uber (2011) described in Bogotá, a continuum between usted of no solidarity - tú - usted of solidarity, 
with the addition of vos, which seems to be used in intimate family contexts, particularly when addressing children. The 
informants express a belief that the use of usted is the most correct address form and associated with ‘traditional’ ways, 
in contrast to tuteo, which is considered to be associated with young people, particularly children.  

 
7. CONCLUSIONS 

This study has analyzed the use of forms of address by a community of practice in Azogues, Ecuador through a 
combined approach of using ethnographic observation of how address forms were used by informants and through 
conducting interviews with participants themselves in which they reflect on their use of address forms. Each of the four 
principal informants reveals noteworthy linguistic behavior. Gloria uses usted in most contexts in a consistent way, yet, 
in one case that was observed, she deviated from usted in a birthday wish to Cristina, indicating an emotive function of 
switching forms. María and Enrique use usted with everyone except among themselves and with their son. Enrique was 
also observed using an emotive switch in trying to get Marco to do various tasks in which he switched to usted, which 
accompanied frustration with Marco. Cristina uses usted in most contexts, except with her friends from high school, 
with whom she had recently had a falling out. She describes this as having a social function in indicating distance 
between her and them, yet, notes that they likely interpret her use of tú differently. The observations in Azogues reveal 
that usted is the default choice among this group of speakers and among frequent interlocutors in their daily lives. 
Deviations from usted can have emotive function when occurring as variation from regular use of usted. However, using 
forms besides usted can be socially marked, as expressed by all informants in their interviews with the researcher. As 
such, this shows the sociocultural value of usted among this group of speakers and the degrees with which it can be 
used to express solidarity in conjunction with tú and vos in other contextually appropriate ways. This study has 
contributed to current understanding of Ecuadorian Spanish, particularly by investigating a region of the country that 
has not been accounted for in linguistic research to the author’s knowledge. This study shows the value of ethnographic 
research in linguistics and, particularly, in analyses of address forms, as a valuable tool in linguistics to understand the 
use of address forms in a detailed and contextual manner.  
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